PHALEN STATEMENT OF WORK SY19-20
EXTERNAL OPERATOR FOR ACHIEVEMENT SCHOOLS
Agreement Version 4/30/19

Overview
Enclosed please find Phalen’s Statement of Work to partner with Hillsborough County
Public Schools in supporting the educational success of your students. Per our discussions,
please note that Comprehensive Educational Analysis will commence after board action in
May.
This Statement of Work has been prepared for the following HCPS schools:
School Name

Enrollment

Dover Elementary

668.50

Folsom Elementary

493.50

Forest Hills Elementary

712.00

Foster Elementary School

484.00

James Elementary

647.00

Kimbell Elementary

498.50

McDonald Elementary

544.50

Oak Park Elementary School

573.50

Palm River Elementary

487.00

Robles Elementary

776.50

Sheehy Elementary School

350.50

Thompson Elementary

813.50

Sulpher Springs Elementary

863.50

Total

7,912.50

A. District Requirements
Phalen agrees to the following district requirements:
• Be able to terminate upon 30-day notice with or without cause.
• Receive regular updates as to progress and steps taken.
• Be able to approve/deny additional monetary/services requirements.
B. Scope of Services
The success of PLA scholars and partner schools can be attributed to the comprehensive,
high quality services that PLA provides. We support our school partners with:
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Collaborative, on-site support to improve instructional quality.
Data-driven professional development during the school year.
Dedicated support for teacher and school leader retention and development.
PLA Coaching Cycle for educators and school leaders.
Positive behavior management systems for improved school culture.
Supplemental educational resources aligned with curriculum map.
Parental engagement framework and strategic support.

Phalen is committed to empowering the academic excellence of your scholars through the
following comprehensive scope of services:
Partner towards Successful Implementation and Completion of Education Program and Goals
Phalen Director of Academics and Educational Services Team, directly supporting HCPS school leaders
and educators.
PLA will support the success of the schools by implementing the education program and goals as set forth
in the contract. These responsibilities include a Comprehensive Analysis at the beginning of each
partnership, an Instructional Review at key points in the school year, aligning curricula, assessments &
interventions and frequent, onsite quality assurance and support.
Comprehensive Analysis
To develop a deep understanding of HCPS schools’ current needs, systems and opportunities for growth,
Phalen will begin our partnership by implementing a Comprehensive Analysis of each school, comprised of
the following key elements:
Initial School Research
We begin the partnership by truly researching historical data, enrollment
details, and trends over the last couple of years. We compare the school's
data with the host district and the state data to get a clear sense of where
our scholars currently stand. Key steps in this research phase include:
• Research the state’s DOE website to analyze the state
accountability system, assessments, and standards/resources.
• Research the specific school’s accountability grade (growth,
proficiency, content areas tested), historical data, target groups,
and demographics.
• Compare school’s accountability data to the host district and
state’s data.
• Read the School Improvement Plan and identify their goals and
action plans.
• Create a data-dashboard that outlines all historical and current
data as a starting point for adding new data.
• Develop and share initial communication with the community
and school.
• Provide FAQ sheet for staff to help answer questions.
On-Site Instructional Audit
This phase of the analysis consists of conducting an observation in every
classroom using our 15 Power Instructional Indicators. These indicators
consist of key instructional strategies that range from classroom
management, scholar engagement, differentiation, checks for
understanding, to rigorous questioning and performance tasks.
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Climate & Culture Staff
Survey

Interviews

Comparative Analysis

Action Plan & Next Steps

In order to get a pulse on the current climate and culture of the building,
we ask school leadership & staff to complete an anonymous survey.
Some of the indicators we look at include:
• School community maintains a culture that is safe, loving, and
nurturing.
• Classroom instruction is urgent and well-paced.
• School-wide transitions are smooth.
• A positive school-wide system is used for routines, procedures,
and expectations.
• Scholars play an active role in leadership opportunities.
• Early intervention is evident, fair, and equitable.
• Variety of scholar and teacher incentive programs.
We conduct one-on-one interviews with school leadership, educators and
scholars to capture the full scope of current needs. Focus areas for these
interviews include:
• Leaders: challenges and strengths in current leadership strategies;
effectiveness of current curriculum, assessments and
interventions in supporting student achievement; current school
policies on educator hiring, selection, recruitment, onboarding,
retention and professional development; school support systems;
school climate & culture; current needs and concerns.
• Educators: school leadership effectiveness and support;
challenges and strengths in current instructional strategies;
effectiveness of current curriculum, assessments and
interventions; growth & professional development opportunities;
school support systems; school climate & culture; current needs
and concerns.
• Scholars: relationship with teachers and school leadership;
experience with current instruction; school climate & culture;
school support systems; current needs and concerns.
We analyze each school’s performance against PLA Academic Priorities
of Success model to determine key areas of support. PLA Academic
Priorities of Success include the following six domains:
• Effective Leadership.
• Climate & Culture.
• Effective Instruction.
• Collaborative Staff.
• Curriculum, Assessment, and Interventions.
• Support Systems.
Based on the findings from the above elements of the comprehensive
analysis, our team provides each school with a 30-Day, 60-Day and 90Day plan and next steps which are implemented in close collaboration
with school leadership and staff.
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Instructional Review
At the beginning, middle and end of the school year, Phalen will periodically review its understanding of
HCPS schools’ current needs, systems and opportunities for growth by implementing the following
elements of the Comprehensive Analysis:
On-Site Instructional Audit
In order to establish a real-time understanding of instructional needs, our
team partners with school leadership and staff to conduct beginning-ofyear, middle-of-year and end-of-year classroom observations to inform
selection of effective, evidence-based intervention strategies.
Climate & Culture Staff
The anonymous survey is administered beginning, middle and end of year
Survey
to establish whether the current school climate and culture is conducive
to student achievement.
Comparative Analysis
Key areas of support are also determined real-time at the beginning,
middle and end of school year, with collaboration from school leadership
and educators.
Action Plan & Next Steps
Our team ensures action plans and next steps are always reflective of the
most crucial school needs at the beginning, middle and end of school
year.
Aligning Curricula, Assessments & Interventions
Towards effective instruction, Phalen will partner with HCPS schools to implement the following elements
to align curricula, assessments and interventions at each school:
Instructional Planning
In partnership with leadership and staff at each HCPS school, Phalen will
support instructional planning through:
• Assessment of the current curriculum being utilized and
determination of whether it is research based and fully aligned to
state standards.
• Efficient Resource management in order to ensure current
curriculum-related resources are strategically aligned well with
state standards.
• Supporting each school in the development of effective pacing
guides aligned with bolstering student achievement.
• Supporting each school in securing supplemental materials should
there be gaps in current instructional planning.
Effective Instructional
Our team will partner with each HCPS school to ensure the
Strategies
implementation of a mix of effective instructional strategies, which
include the following:
• Maximizing learning time to ensure scholars spend more time ontask and on core subjects.
• Maximize learning opportunities for all scholars by differentiating
and scaffolding instruction and providing small-group instruction.
• Data-driven instruction that utilizes data strategically to make
informed decisions and adjust instruction to support all scholars.
• Targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need
challenged beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
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Unpacking Standards
Professional Development

Common Formative
Assessments - Edulastic

Interim Literacy
Assessments - Writable

Supporting implementation of curriculum that is research-based
and standards aligned.
• Design and implement instructional tasks that require higherorder, complex thinking.
We work with staff and leaders through high-quality professional
development on truly unpacking and understanding the state standards
and identifying the level of rigor at which each standard is expected to be
taught. This is essential because:
• Collective, collaborative conversations through professional
development to unpack standards ensures all teachers understand
standards in a high-quality, uniform manner, so that all scholars
receive the excellence in instruction they deserve.
• As a direct, positive result of a deeper understanding of
standards, teachers are empowered to engage in more thoughtful,
intentional instruction design.
• When standards are understood at the highest level by all
teachers, identifying students that may require additional support
on certain standards becomes easier for educators.
Phalen also supports student learning by providing each school with
customized, supplemental resources for learning, including Edulastic. To
ensure the success of each school, our team performs significant frontend design to strategically address the unique needs of scholars. This
includes aligning assessments and collaboratively developing frameworks
with our partner schools. Below are some of the ways in which our
support will add value to your schools:
• Utilize PLA-designed Common Formative Assessments to
monitor student attainment of essential learning targets
throughout the instructional process.
• Support educators in using assessments as learning activities to
help scholars develop logic, reasoning and complex thinking
through practice.
• Facilitate the timely introduction of evidence-based interventions
to support academic excellence for scholars.
To the extent desired, Phalen can support your schools in utilizing
Writable as a supplemental learning resource. Writable is an online
platform that uses guided activities, short responses, essays and statealigned assessments to improve scholar proficiency in the English
Language Arts. With 600+ assignments and prompts organized by genre,
skill, or standard, Writable helps teachers focus writing instruction and
save time on prep and feedback. Below are some the ways in which
guided implementation of Writable can add value to your schools:
• Allow educators to align assignments to current English
Language Arts standards.
• Help connect assessment results to daily practice and feedback in
the classroom.
• Unify assessment and instruction around state-driven rubrics.
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Onsite Quality Assurance & Support
Our partnership with HCPS towards the effective implementation and completion of the education
program will be anchored in onsite support with the following key staff positions:
PLA’s Regional Director currently part of the Phalen team brings local,
real-time educational expertise to our school partners and acts as a
frequent, on the ground source of support. The Regional Director visits
the schools 2-3 times a week, ensuring quality of implementation of the
education model. The Regional Director works closely with school
leadership and staff throughout the school year in the following ways:
• Ensure implementation fidelity of Phalen education model.
• Work closely with school leadership and educators towards
constructive problem solving to address current needs.
• Support the PLA Coaching Cycle process by performing weekly
walkthroughs.
• Facilitate weekly meetings to support school leadership.
• Support implementation of effective instructional strategies
including:
o Maximize learning time and time on task.
Regional Director
o Differentiate and scaffold learning through small-group
instruction.
o Utilize data strategically to tailor instruction based on
individual student learning needs.
o Design targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the
learning needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and
those that need challenges beyond on-grade level (Move
Up).
o Support the implementation of curriculum that is research
based and standards aligned.
o Help design and incorporate instructional tasks that
reinforce higher-order, complex thinking.
• Where desired, support the selection process of educators.
• Bolster parent engagement efforts.

Instructional Coaches

In the 2019-20 school year, our team will hire Instructional Coaches, who
will directly partner with educators at partner schools to ensure highquality instruction. They will play a crucial role in the professional
development of our educators by:
• Supporting the PLA Coaching Cycle process through weekly
observational walkthroughs.
• Training staff in conducting deep data dives to support scholar
progress through weekly Professional Learning Communities
(PLCs).
• Bolstering the effective implementation of evidence-based
interventions and standards-aligned curricula.
• Maximizing learning time for scholars.
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Instructional Specialists

Reviewing educator plans to ensure interventions and classroom
activities are directly aligned with student achievement.
In the 2019-20 school year, our team will hire Instructional Specialists
who will support HCPS school leadership and educators in the following
ways:
• Supporting weekly Professional Learning Communities.
• Supporting the PLA Coaching Cycle process through weekly
observational walkthroughs.
• Supporting teachers in developing skills in the following domains:
o preparation of effective learning (lesson) plans.
o presentation of content.
o leveraging supplemental resources.
o classroom management.
o behavior management.
• Where desired, support the selection process of educators.

Supporting the Development and Retention of Leadership & Educators
To support HCPS with the development and retention of leadership & educators, the Phalen team will
provide the following services:
Support the retention of
The Phalen educational model is inherently built to support the
school leadership & a
development and growth of school leaders and teachers towards schooltalented educator cohort
wide excellence. The collaborative people, process and system strategies
we present in this statement of work are intentionally aligned with this
objective.
We will work collaboratively with HCPS to determine your current needs
towards retention. In partnership with you, we hope to develop
customized retention strategies that meet the needs of each school. A few
potential retention strategies that our education model presents include:
• Empowering educators to succeed through extensive professional
development opportunities including the PLA Coaching Cycle,
PLA University and peer mentoring through Professional
Learning Communities.
• Establishing a school climate and culture that promotes
continuous growth.
• Supporting educators in taking ownership of classrooms and
guiding the selection and implementation of appropriate,
evidence-based intervention strategies.
• Helping teachers foster positive relationships with scholars and
families.
• Using the instructional reviews at the beginning, middle and end
of the school year as milestone checkpoints to further bolster the
real-time feedback and support that educators receive through
the PLA Coaching Cycle.
• Cultivating teacher strengths and peer collaboration through
Professional Learning Communities.
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Support the evaluation of
school leaders & educators

PLA will work with you to identify areas of support for staff evaluation.
To the extent desired, we can provide a robust evaluation system using
the following evidence-based strategies:
• Observational walkthroughs as part of the PLA Coaching Cycle
process.
• Leadership Coaching Reviews.
• Progress monitoring against Academic Priorities of Success.
• Mid-year and end-of-year teacher evaluations against four (4)
domains (Planning 10%, Instruction 70%, Leadership 10%, and
Professionalism 10%) to determine whether teachers fall under:
‘Requires Action’ ‘Improvement Necessary’, ‘Effective’, or
‘Highly Effective’ category.
• Scaffolding the frequency of classroom observations in
accordance with performance level, as follows:
o ‘Requires Action’ teachers fall in Tier 3 with the most
intensive support and receive bi-weekly observations.
o ‘Improvement Necessary’ teachers fall in Tier 2 and
receive monthly observations.
o ‘Effective’ and ‘Highly Effective’ teachers fall under Tier
1 and receive monthly observations as needed.
• Designated Leadership Evaluation Platform.
Provide School Leader and Educator Professional Development &Training
Our team has extensive experience with providing frequent, ongoing professional development and
training opportunities to leaders and educators in our partner schools. Phalen will provide ongoing
professional development, and onsite trainers to support the process to school staff in areas such as
curriculum, assessment, using data to drive instruction, effectively partnering with parents, effective
classroom and behavior management, and more. Our services in this domain include:
As outlined previously, Phalen provides partner schools with a Regional
Director, Instructional Coaches and Instructional Specialists that play a
pivotal role in the day to day onsite professional development, coaching
and training of teachers. Our staff support our partner schools in the
following ways:

Onsite, ongoing training
and support

Regional Director:
• Support the PLA Coaching Cycle by performing weekly
walkthroughs.
• Facilitate weekly meetings to support school leadership.
• Support the implementation of effective instructional strategies
including:
o Maximize learning time and time on task.
o Differentiate and scaffold learning through small-group
instruction.
o Utilize data strategically to tailor instruction based on
individual student learning needs.
o Design targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the
learning needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and
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those that need challenges beyond on-grade level (Move
Up).
o Support the implementation of curriculum that is research
based and standards aligned.
o Help design and incorporate instructional tasks that
reinforce higher-order, complex thinking.
Bolster parent engagement efforts.

Instructional Coaches: In the 2019-20 school year, our team will hire
Instructional Coaches. Our Instructional Coaches will directly partner
with teachers at each school to ensure high-quality instruction. They will
play a crucial role in the professional development of our educators by:
• Supporting our PLA Coaching Cycle process through weekly
observational walkthroughs.
• Training staff in conducting deep data dives to support scholar
progress through weekly Professional Learning Communities
(PLCs).
• Bolstering the effective implementation of evidence-based
interventions and standards-aligned curricula.
• Maximizing learning time for scholars.
• Reviewing educator plans to ensure interventions and classroom
activities are directly aligned with student achievement.

Leadership Institute

Instructional Specialists: In the 2019-20 school year, our team will hire
Instructional Specialists who will support HCPS school leadership and
educators by visiting each campus weekly, to support the following tasks:
• Support Professional Learning Communities.
• Facilitate supporting our PLA Coaching Cycle process through
weekly observational walkthroughs.
• Supporting teachers in developing skills in the following domains:
o preparation of effective learning (lesson) plans.
o presentation of content.
o leveraging supplemental resources.
o classroom management, and
o behavior management.
School leadership at our partner schools have the opportunity to
participate in the PLA Leadership Institute every year. Key elements of
this summer institute include:
Day 1:
•
PLA Model Introduction and Overview.
•
PLA University process and tools.
•
PBIS platform and process.
Day 2:
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Benchmark Leadership Coaching Reviews: Coaching leaders
around the PLA Academic Priorities for Success
competencies and tools.
Leadership Evaluation process and tools.
Development of the CNA, root cause analysis, and
determination of SMART goals.

Day 3:
•
•
•

Summer Virtual Book Club

New Teacher Training
Institute

The PLA Coaching Cycle platform and process.
Teacher Evaluation process and tools.
Inter-rater Reliability utilizing the Performance Level
Descriptor rubric.
Phalen supports educators at our partner schools by providing summer
opportunities such as a virtual book club where educators may
collaborate and share educational resources to inform improved
instruction.
Phalen partners with new schools to provide targeted, summer training
sessions to support new teachers and additional training for all teachers.
New teachers receive training on the following components at this
institute:
Day 1:
•
•
•
•

PLA Model Introduction and Overview.
Brain-Based Teaching and Learning.
PLA University.
PBIS Platform and Tools.

Day 2:
• Pedagogy and Instructional Execution.
• PLA Coaching Cycle.
• PLA Teacher Evaluations.

PLA Leadership Coaching
Reviews

Day 3:
• Scholar Engagement.
• Developing Curriculum Maps (1st quarter).
Phalen’s partner schools also receive Leadership Coaching reviews.
• Each Benchmark Leadership Coaching Review includes
classroom observations against 14 key indicators from the PLA
Coaching Cycle continuum.
• An opportunity to coach our leaders using the PLA Academic
Priorities for Success Rubric that includes:
o Effective Leadership.
o Climate & Culture.
o Effective Instruction.
o Collaborative Staff.
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o Curriculum, Assessment, and Interventions.
o Support Systems.
• Reviews take place at beginning, middle and end of year.
• Schools complete a self-assessment at beginning and end of year.
• Each Review also features Leadership pre-visit updates and a
debrief following the observations. The debrief focuses on
powerful practices, opportunities for improvement, and progress
towards goals established at the beginning of the year.
• Leadership Coaching Reviews center upon Progress monitoring
throughout the year.
The PLA Coaching Cycle is a process that supports growing teachers in
an intentional manner. The PLA Coaching Cycle platform includes six
domains or focused areas of observations based on Charlotte Danielson’s
framework. Each domain includes eight indicators for success, creating a
very quick and efficient walk-through form for each domain. The six
domains are as follows:
•
•
•
•
PLA Coaching Cycle for
Educators

•
•

Culture and
Behavior
Management.
Classroom
Management and
Environment.
Scholar
Engagement.
Effective Lesson
Components.
Level 1 Instructional Execution.
Level 2 Instructional Execution.

The first step of the PLA Coaching Cycle is to conduct intentional walkthroughs, looking for evidence of best practices. Each walk-through takes
no more than 10-12 minutes. The second step of the cycle is to lead
effective coaching conversations with each teacher. Relationship-building
is crucial during this step of the process. During this step it is imperative
that the coach offers coaching side by side, gives positive feedback, and
asks leading questions that guide the teacher to identifying their own next
steps. Timely feedback has a significant impact on implementation.
Research says there is a 70% chance of implementation if feedback is
delivered within 24 hours of observation; after the first 24 hours, the
likelihood of implementation drops 10% each day feedback is not
delivered. The next step of the PLA Coaching Cycle is collaboratively
creating a bite-sized goal for change; both the teacher and coach are
accountable for the change. The final step before the cycle repeats is a
follow-up observation from the same domain, looking for evidence of
change according the bite-sized goal.
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Professional Learning
Communities (PLCs)

PLA University

The PLA Coaching Cycle has an online platform that allows leaders at
both the network level and the school level to identify strengths and
opportunities for improvement, both holistically for the school and
individually for the teachers. Teachers immediately receive their
observation feedback through email following the walk-through. The
sophisticated analytics provide leaders with feedback to ensure we are
coaching up our teachers or coaching out ineffective teachers to ensure
we provide our scholars with the education they all deserve. A toolbox of
strategies and resources for each coaching area is also available within the
PLA Coaching Cycle online platform. This toolbox allows the coach to
click directly on the link and share with the teacher. It is recommended
that the coach go through the resource with the teacher to increase the
likelihood of implementation, then follow through by sharing the
resource with them to revisit on their own time. The toolbox provides
short video clips, activities, articles, book recommendations, and PLA
University modules to assist with teacher growth.
Our team also offers partner schools weekly Professional Learning
Communities that:
• Involve educators in communities of practice.
• Build collaboration among colleagues.
• Encourage peer mentoring.
• Support educator-to-educator learning.
• Recognize high-performing educators.
• Support a growth mindset in educators.
• Offer learning by practice opportunities through demo lessons.
PLA University is a comprehensive online resource and training
platform. The platform’s 72 specialized modules are equipped with
narrated presentations, videos, activities, best practices, and additional
resources. PLA University modules are differentiated in order to serve
professionals on a spectrum of their career trajectories, offering
customized growth pathways for teachers, leaders, and staff members.
PLA University supports our partner school educators’ professional
growth in the following ways:
• Provide opportunities for staff members to engage in
comprehensive modules of learning focused on curriculum
development.
• Promote educator learning on parent engagement.
• Expand educator knowledge of behavior management
• Provide resources for lesson planning.
• Support educators in classroom management.
• Include information and training on school culture, and school
policies/procedures.
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Peer Mentoring

Our approach to educator professional development makes strategic use
of peer mentoring opportunities (in Professional Learning Communities,
for example) to support professional development in the following ways:
• Allow educators the opportunity to learn from each other’s
experience.
• Support educators in gaining mastery over instruction by
mentoring peers.
• Facilitate educators in experiencing peer mentoring feedback that
is tied directly to weekly assessments in Professional Learning
Communities and observational walkthroughs in PLA Coaching
Cycle.
• Empower educators to receive a progress feedback cycle that is
guided by a wealth of data gathered through our PLA Coaching
Cycle platform.
• Allow lesson planning opportunities in a peer mentoring setting.
• Allow school to recognize educators that are performing well by
placing them in mentoring positions for peer educators.

Bolstering Culture & Climate
Phalen will partner with HCPS schools to ensure school culture and climate is safe, supportive, and aligned
towards academic achievement for scholars.
Phalen is committed to supporting the current behavioral framework
HCPS has in place, and our team will abide by district policy. If HCPS
deems appropriate, we have customized systems, training and processes
in place that support establishing a positive school culture. Our team can
work with each HCPS school to determine current needs towards
Positive Behavioral Intervention and Supports (PBIS) to shape school
culture and discipline practices, promoting positive behaviors. We will
then support school leadership and educators at each school in
developing a tailored approach to PBIS that closely meets the unique
needs of your students. Phalen offers customized, evidence-based
systems and resources that scaffold and amplify the district’s current
behavioral framework and policy. These resources include the facilitated
Support for Positive School
utilization of Kickboard, scholar recognition, customized training and
Culture and Climate
guidance to support each partner school in a seamless implementation of
their behavioral framework. Towards behavioral supports, Phalen will
support HCPS in the following ways:
• Training to support the effective implementation and use of
customized, evidence-based systems and resources.
• Resource Guidebooks to facilitate seamless implementation and
use.
• Local staff who can support behavior management in the
classroom and model best practices.
• The PLA Coaching Cycle for teachers to support their ability to
implement behavioral frameworks.
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Kickboard

Scholar Recognition
Program

PLA-built, data-driven systems & processes that foster a growth
mindset among both students and teachers.
PLA will support the effective implementation and use of Kickboard, an
online positive behavior management system, to track and analyze school
culture improvement efforts. Phalen will provide educator and school
leader training so Kickboard may be used effectively towards the district’s
current behavioral framework to bolster school climate and culture.
Below please find some of the ways in which effective implementation of
Kickboard will add value to your schools:
• Provide a robust platform for collecting, analyzing and sharing
real-time behavior data.
• Guided implementation utilizing a complete scholar profile that
includes grades, standards mastery, reading growth, prescribed
interventions, rubric observations, attendance, and student
behavior and character strengths.
• Support teachers with providing immediate and consistent
feedback to students, enforcing consistent reward and
consequence systems.
• Support principals with providing targeted professional
development to improve teacher effectiveness.
• Encourage parents to become more deeply engaged in their
child’s education through meaningful progress reports.
As a pillar of our positive behavior support systems, Phalen provides our
partner schools with non-monetary scholar recognition program that:
• Rewards kids for progress and not absolute grades.
• Encourages a growth mindset in children.
We will work collaboratively with each school to develop a robust,
systematic Scholar Recognition Program that rewards progress and
excellence on a daily, weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly and annual
basis. While the structure of incentive programs varies from school to
school, here are a few examples of strategies we have used at PLA
schools:
• Daily verbal recognition, behavior and effort boards
• Weekly classroom recognition, progress reports, positive
parenting updates, and more.
• Biweekly, we offer the grocery cart incentive where a cart is
pushed from class to class with fun treats for scholars who have
demonstrated the greatest improvement in behavior and effort;
scholars may access this incentive program bi-weekly.
• Monthly, Our Falcon of the Month program recognizes a
scholar from each grade who has exemplified excellence in
academics, behavior, and effort.
• Quarterly, PLA schools hold parent conferences, award
ceremonies, honor roll and field trips. Quarterly, school leaders
may choose to host field trips for scholars who meet and exceed
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PLA Coaching Cycle

PLA University

Parental Engagement

expectations. Trips have been to places like the Children’s
Museum of Indianapolis, the Interactive History Museum, and
different colleges/universities.
Annual incentives may include holiday celebrations as a
recognition of scholars who have performed with excellence.

Our positive reward system encourages our scholars to live up to the
highest expectations and to work hard at all times.
The PLA Coaching Cycle uses custom-built, evidence-based strategies for
both educators and leaders fosters a growth mindset in school staff,
encouraging them to pursue excellence and provide scholars with a
school climate and culture that encourages their success. In particular, the
PLA Coaching Cycle consists of the following domains to support a
positive school climate and culture:
• Culture and Behavior Management.
• Classroom Management and Environment.
• Scholar Engagement.
• Effective Lesson Components.
• Level 1 Instructional Execution
• Level 2 Instructional Execution
Custom-built, evidence-based modules of PLA University bolster school
climate and culture in the following ways:
• Empower educators to establish relationships of trust with their
scholars.
• Encourage educators to pursue excellence in instruction and act
as role models for scholars in making strong effort and doing
your best.
• Allow educators to contribute towards a positive, nurturing and
supportive school culture and climate.
Our team will support parental engagement to foster a positive school
climate and culture in the following ways:
• Involve parents in the academic progress of their children
through multiple educator-parent touchpoints throughout the
year such as parent/teacher conferences.
• Keep parents informed on the latest updates, events,
achievements and challenges for each school, to ensure close
involvement of parents in their child’s school.
• Data gathering such as parental surveys to progress monitor
success of intervention strategies.
• Using a combination of scholar & family-focused events such as
Muffins with Moms, All Pro Dads and Community Truck or
Treat to safeguard and sustain each school’s valuable
relationships with families and local communities. We are
committed to supporting each school’s efforts to strengthen its
community relationships through open, honest and ongoing
communications.
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C. Timeline of Services
Our schedule of services will include two key stages: 1) the Comprehensive Educational
Analysis to establish a deep understanding of current school needs; and 2) the
Implementation of Comprehensive Services in the 2019-20 school year.
Comprehensive Educational Analysis:
To fully understand the current needs of HCPS schools, PLA will conduct a Comprehensive
Educational Analysis, including onsite elements. We will collaborate with the district to
refine the specifics, but provided below is a tentative framework:
Task

Responsible Staff

Tentative
Timeline

Review and assess in detail each school’s academic data,
state metrics and resources.
Review current school improvement plan for each
school.
Review FLDOE’s Accountability resources including
state assessments, standards and resources.
Review each school’s academic performance on
FLDOE’s Accountability standards, particularly School
Performance Frameworks.
Establish initial understanding of each school’s academic
framework.
Review each school’s performance relative to local school
districts.
Review each school’s performance relative to state.

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

Review performance of key student demographic groups
in each school.
Review best practices in the industry with particular
focus on high-performing schools.
Create a data-dashboard that outlines all historical and
current data as a starting point for adding new data.
Develop and share initial communication with the
community and school.
Provide FAQ sheet for staff to help answer questions.

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

Comprehensive Analysis
Initial School Research

Onsite Instructional Audit
Conduct an observation in every classroom using 15
Power Instructional Indicators.
Score performance on key instructional strategies that
range from classroom management, scholar engagement,
differentiation, checks for understanding, to rigorous
questioning and performance tasks.
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Task

Responsible Staff

Tentative
Timeline

Implement climate & culture staff surveys with
educators.
Implement climate & culture staff surveys with school
leaders.
Interviews

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

Conduct interviews with each school’s leadership teams
with a focus on challenges and strengths in current
leadership strategies; effectiveness of current curriculum,
assessments and interventions in supporting student
achievement; current school policies on educator hiring,
selection, recruitment, onboarding, retention and
professional development; school support systems;
school climate & culture; current needs and concerns.
Conduct interviews with each school’s educators with a
focus on school leadership effectiveness and support;
challenges and strengths in current instructional
strategies; effectiveness of current curriculum,
assessments and interventions; growth & professional
development opportunities; school support systems;
school climate & culture; current needs and concerns.
Conduct interviews with each school’s scholars with a
focus on relationship with teachers and school
leadership; experience with current instruction; school
climate & culture; school support systems; current needs
and concerns.
Comparative Analysis

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

PLA Academics Team

By June 30, 2019

Review school’s performance against our PLA Academic
Priorities of Success model to determine key areas of
support.
Review performance on Effective Leadership.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Review performance on Climate & Culture.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Review performance on Effective Instruction.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Review performance on Collaborative Staff.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Review performance on Curriculum, Assessment, and
Interventions.
Review performance on Support Systems.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

PLA Academics Team
with input and support

June – July, 2019

Climate & Culture Staff Surveys

Action Plan & Next Steps
Formulate Comprehensive Needs Assessment for each
school across all functional areas and stakeholder groups
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Task

Responsible Staff

based on key findings from initial inquiry and on-site
analysis.
Debrief HCPS leadership sharing findings of the
Comprehensive Needs Assessment for each school.

Provide each school with 30-day Action Plan.

from all functional
teams
PLA Academics Team
(with input and support
from all functional
teams) and HCPS staff
PLA Academics Team
(with input and support
from all functional
teams) and HCPS staff
PLA Academics Team

Provide each school with 60-day Action Plan.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Provide each school with 90-day Action Plan.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

Engage in condition setting for academic framework to
be implemented with fidelity at each school.
Align all functional domains of action plan for each
school (e.g., staffing plan, operational plan etc.) in
preparation for implementation phase.

PLA Academics Team

June – July, 2019

PLA Academics Team
and HCPS staff

June – July, 2019

Collaboratively identify and set goals for all functional
areas for each school with HCPS for implementation
phase (2019-20 school year).

Tentative
Timeline
June – July, 2019

June – July, 2019

June – July, 2019

Implementation of Comprehensive Services:
The Implementation of Comprehensive Services for HCPS schools will commence August
of the 2019-20 school year.
In the table below, PLA proposes a high-level master plan schedule for the implementation
phase.
Task
Educational Program

Responsible Staff

19-20 Timeline

Regional Director

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Instructional Specialists

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Instructional Coaches

August, 2019 – May,
2020
BOY, MOY, EOY

Instructional Review
Onsite Instructional Audit
Conduct onsite visits with leadership and
educators at each school to provide support with
onsite instructional audit.
Conduct onsite visits with leadership and
educators at each school to provide support with
onsite instructional audit.
Engage onsite each week to provide support with
onsite instructional audit.
Conduct an observation in every classroom using
15 Power Instructional Indicators.

PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
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Task

Responsible Staff
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

19-20 Timeline

PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

BOY, MOY, EOY

Review school’s performance against our PLA
Academic Priorities of Success model to
determine key areas of support.
Review performance on Effective Leadership.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Review performance on Climate & Culture.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Review performance on Effective Instruction.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Review performance on Collaborative Staff.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Review performance on Curriculum, Assessment,
and Interventions.
Review performance on Support Systems.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team with
input and support from all
functional teams

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team (with
input and support from all
functional teams) and HCPS
staff
PLA Academics Team (with
input and support from all
functional teams) and HCPS
staff

BOY, MOY, EOY

Score performance on key instructional strategies
that range from classroom management, scholar
engagement, differentiation, checks for
understanding, to rigorous questioning and
performance tasks.
Climate & Culture Staff Surveys
Implement climate & culture staff surveys with
educators.

Implement climate & culture staff surveys with
school leaders.

BOY, MOY, EOY

BOY, MOY, EOY

Comparative Analysis

Action Plan & Next Steps
Formulate Comprehensive Needs Assessment for
each school across all functional areas and
stakeholder groups based on key findings from
initial inquiry and on-site analysis.
Debrief HCPS leadership sharing findings of the
Comprehensive Needs Assessment for each
school.
Collaboratively identify and set goals for all
functional areas for each school with HCPS for
implementation phase (2019-20 school year).

BOY, MOY, EOY
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Task
Provide each school with 30-day Action Plan.

Responsible Staff
PLA Academics Team

19-20 Timeline
BOY, MOY, EOY

Provide each school with 60-day Action Plan.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Provide each school with 90-day Action Plan.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

Engage in condition setting for academic
framework to be implemented with fidelity at
each school.
Align all functional domains of action plan for
each school (e.g. staffing plan, operational plan
etc) in preparation for implementation phase.

PLA Academics Team

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team and
HCPS staff

BOY, MOY, EOY

PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

August – September,
2019

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

Aligning curricula, assessments & interventions
Instructional Planning
Assess current curriculum being utilized and
determine whether it is research based and fully
aligned to state standards.
Support each school in the development of
effective pacing guides aligned with bolstering
student achievement.
Support each school in securing supplemental
materials aligned with instructional planning.

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Effective Instructional Strategies
Maximize learning time to ensure scholars spend
more time on-task and on core subjects.
Maximize learning opportunities for all scholars
by differentiating and scaffolding instruction and
providing small-group instruction.
Implement data-driven instruction that utilizes
data strategically to make informed decisions and
adjust instruction to support all scholars.
Introduce targeted, evidence-based interventions
to meet the learning needs of scholars with

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
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Task
deficits (Catch Up) and those that need challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Support implementation of curriculum that is
research-based and standards aligned.
Design and implement instructional tasks that
require higher-order, complex thinking.

Responsible Staff
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

19-20 Timeline
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

Unpacking Standards Professional Development
Work with educators to provide unpacking
standards professional development.

Weave unpacking standards into PLA Coaching
Cycle progress feedback systems.

Weave unpacking standards into weekly PLCs.

Embed Unpacking Standards into current
academic framework.

Review if Unpacking Standards is being used well
to align instruction towards academic outcomes.

PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with

August – September,
2019

August – September,
2019

August – September,
2019

August – September,
2019

August, 2019 – May,
2020
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Task
Use Unpacking Standards to design instruction
and the selection of evidence-based strategies.

Responsible Staff
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators

19-20 Timeline

PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

August, 2019

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Edulastic
Train school leadership on the effective use of
Edulastic.

Train educators on the effective use of Edulastic.

Embed Edulastic into current academic
framework.

Review if Edulastic platform is being used well to
align instruction towards academic outcomes.

Analyze Edulastic’s student performance data.

Use Edulastic to design instruction and the
selection of evidence-based strategies.

August, 2019

August – September,
2019

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Writable
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Task
Train school leadership on the effective use of
Writable.

Train educators on the effective use of Writable.

Embed Writable into current academic
framework.

Review if Writable platform is being used well to
align instruction towards academic outcomes.

Analyze Writable’s student performance data.

Use Writable to design instruction and the
selection of evidence-based strategies.

Responsible Staff
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director and Instructional
Coaches, in collaboration with
school leadership and
educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director and
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

19-20 Timeline
August, 2019

PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
Regional Director, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators
Regional Director, in
collaboration with school
leadership and educators

August – September,
2019

August, 2019

August – September,
2019

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Onsite Quality Assurance & Support
Arrange initial meeting for Regional Director
with each school’s leadership.
Hire Instructional Coaches.
Hire Instructional Specialists.

August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019
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Task
Responsible Staff
Conduct weekly visits with leadership and
PLA Academics Team,
educators at each school to provide quality
Regional Director,
assurance review, guidance and feedback for
Instructional Specialists, in
implementation of evidence-based instructional
collaboration with school
strategies for each school.
leadership and educators
Supporting the Development and Retention of Leadership & Educators
Supporting Retention

19-20 Timeline
August, 2019 – May,
2020

Empower educators to succeed through our
extensive professional development opportunities
including PLA Coaching Cycle, self-paced growth
through PLA University and peer mentoring
through Professional Learning Communities.
Use our instructional audit and beginning, middle
and end of year review processes to allow
educators the opportunity to share feedback and
contribute to school-wide improvements.
Supporting Evaluation

Regional Director, Director of August, 2019 – May,
Professional Development in 2020
collaboration with school
leadership and staff

Conduct Observational walkthroughs as part of
the PLA Coaching Cycle process.
Conduct Leadership Coaching Reviews.

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches
Regional Director, Director of
Professional Development
Regional Director in
collaboration with school
leadership and staff
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and staff

Evaluate each school against the PLA Academic
Priorities of Success.
Conduct mid-year teacher evaluations against 4
domains (Planning 10%, Instruction 70%,
Leadership 10%, and Professionalism 10%) to
determine whether teachers fall under: ‘Requires
Action’ ‘Improvement Necessary’, ‘Effective’, or
‘Highly Effective’ category.
Conduct bi-weekly observations for ‘Requires
Action’ teachers falling in Tier 3.

Regional Director, Director of August, 2019 – May,
Professional Development in 2020
collaboration with school
leadership and staff

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and staff
Conduct monthly observations for ‘Improvement Regional Director,
Necessary’ teachers falling in Tier 2.
Instructional Coaches, in
collaboration with school
leadership and staff
Conduct monthly observations as needed for
Regional Director,
‘Effective’ and ‘Highly Effective’ teachers who
Instructional Coaches, in
fall under Tier 1.
collaboration with school
leadership and staff
Make strategic use of designated Leadership
Regional Director,
Evaluation Platform.
Instructional Coaches, in

August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
BOY, MOY, EOY
MOY

Biweekly, August,
2019 – May, 2020
Monthly, August,
2019 – May, 2020
Monthly, August,
2019 – May, 2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
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Task

Responsible Staff
collaboration with school
leadership and staff
Conduct end-of-year teacher evaluations against 4 Regional Director,
domains (Planning 10%, Instruction 70%,
Instructional Coaches, in
Leadership 10%, and Professionalism 10%) to
collaboration with school
determine whether teachers fall under: ‘Requires
leadership and staff
Action’ ‘Improvement Necessary’, ‘Effective’, or
‘Highly Effective’ category.
Provide School Leader and Educator Professional Development &Training

19-20 Timeline
EOY

Onsite, ongoing training and support
Conduct weekly visits with leadership and
educators at each school to provide support with
school leader and educator professional
development and training.
Engage onsite each week to provide support with
school leader and educator professional
development and training.
Support school leader and educator professional
development and training in implementing
effective instructional strategies to ensure
scholars spend more time on-task and on core
subjects. Please see scope of services chart for
full list of recommended instructional strategies.
Leadership Institute

Regional Director and
Instructional Specialists

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Instructional Coaches

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

Introduce school leaders and educators to the
leadership institute.

PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff

June – July, 2019

Support logistics, setup and day-to-day
implementation of the three-day program during
summer.
Gather analytical data during the Leadership
Institute on both educator and leader experience
of program and its effectiveness towards
professional development.
Align professional development resources
towards successful implementation of leadership
institute.
Analyze data and build upon program to refine
for next school year.

June – July, 2019

August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019
EOY
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Task
New Teacher Training Institute

Responsible Staff

19-20 Timeline

Introduce school leaders and educators to the
new teacher training institute.

PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff

June – July, 2019

PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Support logistics, setup and day-to-day
implementation of the three-day program during
summer.
Gather analytical data during the new teacher
training institute on both educator and leader
experience of program and its effectiveness
towards professional development.
Align professional development resources
towards successful implementation of the new
teacher training institute.
Analyze data and build upon program to refine
for next school year.

June – July, 2019

August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019
EOY

PLA Leadership Coaching Reviews
Conduct classroom observations against 14 key
indicators from the PLA Coaching Cycle
continuum.

Coach leaders using the PLA Academic Priorities
for Success Rubric.

Conduct reviews at beginning, middle and end of
year.

Support all schools in completing a selfassessment at beginning and end of year.

August, 2019 – May,
2020

BOY, MOY, EOY

BOY, MOY, EOY
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Task
Conduct pre-visit updates and a debrief following
the observations.

Implement Progress monitoring to ensure
Leadership Coaching Reviews are being used
effectively to align and improve instruction
throughout the year.

Responsible Staff
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Academics Team,
Regional Director, PLA
Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff

19-20 Timeline

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA Coaching Cycle for Educators
Conduct weekly intentional observational walkthroughs, looking for evidence of best practices.
Lead effective coaching conversations with each
teacher.
Establish relationship-building with educators to
increase success of PLA Coaching Cycle progress
feedback process.
Offer coaching side by side to educators at each
school as part of the PLA Coaching Cycle.
Give positive feedback to educators at each
school as part of the PLA Coaching Cycle.
Ask leading questions that guide the teacher to
identifying their own next steps.
Provide timely feedback to improve success of
implementation.

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
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Task
Collaboratively create a bite-sized goal for change
for educators at each school.
Conduct follow-up observation from the same
domain, looking for evidence of change
according the bite-sized goal.
Ensure PLA Coaching Cycle data is being used
effectively to align and improve instruction.

Responsible Staff
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

19-20 Timeline
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff

August – September,
2019

PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional

August – September,
2019

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

Professional Learning Communities (PLCs)
Introduce school leaders and educators to
professional learning communities (PLCs).
Align professional development resources
towards successful implementation of PLCs.
Support logistics, setup and weekly
implementation of PLCs.
Gather analytical data weekly during PLCs on
educator experience of program and its
effectiveness towards professional development.
Analyze data and build upon program to refine
for next school year.
Ensure PLC data is being used effectively to align
and improve instruction.

August – September,
2019
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA University
Introduce school leaders and educators to PLA
University.
Align professional development resources
including online systems towards successful
implementation of PLA University.

August – September,
2019
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Task
Support continued use and implementation of
PLA University.
Gather analytical data on educator experience of
PLA University and its effectiveness towards
professional development.
Analyze data and build upon implementation for
next school year.
Ensure PLA University data is being used
effectively to align and improve instruction.

Responsible Staff
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff
PLA Director of Professional
Development, Regional
Director in partnership with
HCPS leadership & staff

19-20 Timeline

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020, as well
BOY, MOY, EOY

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders

August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff

August – September,
2019

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020

Bolstering Culture & Climate
Positive Behavioral Interventions & Supports
Use BOY, MOY and EOY instructional audits
and weekly site visits with leadership and staff to
determine each school’s current PBIS needs.
Work collaboratively with each school’s
leadership and staff to determine which PBIS
elements align best with the unique needs of each
school.
Collaboratively support educators in weaving
customized, evidence-based systems and
resources such as Kickboard and Leadership
Institute into each school’s customized PBIS
plan.
In collaboration with school staff and leadership,
progress monitor the effectiveness of behavioral
supports.
Provide tailored guidance to teachers and other
school staff towards consistently modeling,
practicing, and encouraging positive behaviors
and social skills in students.
Kickboard
Guide school leadership on the effective use of
Kickboard.

August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019

August, 2019 – May,
2020
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Task
Guide educators on the effective use of
Kickboard.
Embed Kickboard into current academic
framework.
Review if Kickboard platform is being used well
to align instruction towards academic outcomes.
Analyze Kickboard’s student performance data.
Use Kickboard to bolster each school’s culture
and climate.

Responsible Staff
PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff
PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff
PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff
PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff
PLA Academics Team in
collaboration with School
staff

19-20 Timeline
August – September,
2019

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches in
collaboration with HCPS
educators and leaders

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020, as well
as BOY, MOY, EOY

Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

August – September,
2019
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020
August, 2019 – May,
2020

Scholar Recognition Program
Use BOY, MOY and EOY Instructional Audit
and weekly meetings with each school’s leaders
and educators to understand current incentive
program.
Work collaboratively with each school’s
leadership and staff to determine which scholar
recognition program structures align best with the
unique needs of each school.
Partner with school leaders and staff to develop a
unique, customized, scholar recognition program
for each school.
Collaboratively support educators in weaving
daily, weekly, biweekly, monthly, quarterly and
annual incentives into each school’s customized,
scholar recognition program.
Support each school’s staff and leaders in
strategically implementing their scholar
recognition program.

August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019
August – September,
2019
August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA Coaching Cycle
Conduct weekly intentional observational walkthroughs looking for improvement areas to
bolster culture and climate.
Lead effective coaching conversations with each
teacher to bolster culture and climate.

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
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Task
Offer coaching side by side to educators at each
school as part of the PLA Coaching Cycle, with
respect to bolstering culture and climate.
Give positive feedback to educators at each
school as part of the PLA Coaching Cycle, with
respect to bolstering culture and climate.
Ask leading questions that guide the teacher to
identifying their own next steps, with respect to
bolstering culture and climate.
Collaboratively create a bite-sized goal for change
for educators at each school aligned to bolstering
culture and climate.
Conduct follow-up observation looking for
evidence of change according the bite-sized goal
with respect to bolstering culture and climate.
Ensure PLA Coaching Cycle process with respect
to bolstering culture and climate is implemented
with fidelity throughout school year at each
school.
Ensure PLA Coaching Cycle data is being used
effectively to bolster culture and climate.

Responsible Staff
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators
Regional Director,
Instructional Coaches &
Instructional Specialists with
HCPS educators

19-20 Timeline
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

PLA Regional Director,
Academics Team in
collaboration with HCPS
educators

August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA Regional Director,
Academics Team in
collaboration with HCPS
educators

August, 2019 – May,
2020

PLA Regional Director,
Academics Team in
collaboration with HCPS
educators
PLA Regional Director,
Academics Team in

August, 2019 – May,
2020

Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020
Weekly, August, 2019
– May, 2020

Parental Engagement
Support educators and school leaders at each
school in involving parents in the academic
progress of their children through multiple
educator-parent touchpoints throughout the year
such as parent/teacher conferences.
Support educators and school leaders at each
school in keeping parents informed on the latest
updates, events, achievements and challenges for
each school, to ensure close involvement of
parents in their child’s school.
Support educators and school leaders at each
school in data gathering such as parental surveys
to progress monitor success of intervention
strategies.
Support educators and school leaders at each
school in using a combination of scholar &
family-focused events to safeguard and sustain

August, 2019 – May,
2020
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Task
each school’s valuable relationships with families
and local communities.
Analyze data and build upon parental engagement
to refine for next school year.

Responsible Staff
collaboration with HCPS
educators
PLA Regional Director,
Academics Team in
collaboration with HCPS
educators

19-20 Timeline
August, 2019 – May,
2020

D. Partnership Cost
We look forward to the opportunity to serve your students and support your educators and
leaders in their journey towards educational excellence. As a non-profit educational services
provider, PLA offers highly competitive rates for the comprehensive spectrum and quality of
services that it provides.
i.
Agreed-Upon, Discounted PLA Comprehensive Educational Analysis
Below please find the agreed-upon, discounted cost for PLA’s Comprehensive Educational
Analysis. As discussed, PLA will offer this service to Hillsborough County Public Schools at
a discounted rate (61% of regular cost). As a result of the discount, the district will save
$581,000. The per-school breakdown will be as follows:
School

Enrollment

Dover Elementary
Folsom Elementary
Forest Hills Elementary
Foster Elementary School
James Elementary
Kimbell Elementary
McDonald Elementary
Oak Park Elementary School
Palm River Elementary
Robles Elementary
Sheehy Elementary School
Thompson Elementary
Sulpher Springs Elementary
Total

668.50
493.50
712.00
484.00
647.00
498.50
544.50
573.50
487.00
776.50
350.50
813.50
863.50
7,912.50

Regular
Comprehensive
Analysis Cost
$89,000
$59,000
$89,000
$59,000
$69,000
$59,000
$69,000
$69,000
$59,000
$89,000
$59,000
$89,000
$89,000
$947,000

Agreed-Upon, Discounted
Comprehensive Analysis
$39,500
$29,500
$39,500
$0
$34,500
$29,500
$32,500
$0
$29,500
$42,500
$0
$44,500
$44,500
$366,000

ii.
Agreed-Upon, Discounted PLA Annual Amount
Below please find the agreed-upon, discounted cost for PLA’s Comprehensive Educational
Services. As discussed, PLA will offer HCPS a discounted rate (19% of regular cost). As a
result of the discount, the district will save up to $810,000. The per-school breakdown will
be as follows:
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School

Enrollment

Regular Annual Amount

Dover Elementary
Folsom Elementary
Forest Hills Elementary
Foster Elementary School
James Elementary
Kimbell Elementary
McDonald Elementary
Oak Park Elementary School
Palm River Elementary
Robles Elementary
Sheehy Elementary School
Thompson Elementary
Sulpher Springs Elementary

668.50
493.50
712.00
484.00
647.00
498.50
544.50
573.50
487.00
776.50
350.50
813.50
863.50

$350,000
$295,000
$350,000
$295,000
$325,000
$295,000
$325,000
$325,000
$295,000
$350,000
$295,000
$350,000
$350,000

Agreed-Upon, Discounted
Annual Amount
$270,000
$230,000
$290,000
$230,000
$270,000
$230,000
$250,000
$250,000
$230,000
$290,000
$210,000
$320,000
$320,000

Summary of services provided
Below please find the summary of services provided to each school. For comprehensive
information on the services provided, please refer to Section B and Section C. Please note
the annual amount is based on student enrollment and the commensurate scope of work.
Dover Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Folsom Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Forest Hills Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Foster Elementary School
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

James Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Kimbell Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

McDonald Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

•
•

Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Oak Park Elementary School
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
•

•

•
•

•
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Palm River Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
•
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•

•
•
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Robles Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Sheehy Elementary School
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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•
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Thompson Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Sulpher Springs Elementary
Action Plan Implementation (School Year):
• Weekly visits to support the successful implementation of Academic Priorities for
Success.
• Bi-weekly Instructional Reviews to provide data analysis and reporting to measure
growth.
• Bi-weekly reviews with leadership to report Academic Priorities for Success status.
• PLA Coaching Cycle inter-rater reliability walks with leaders to calibrate with rubrics
and critical attributes.
• Side-by-side coaching and modeling with teachers and building leaders.
• Support instructional rounds with coaches and teachers.
• Guide building leaders on using the Coaching Cycle data to drive differentiated PD
for teachers.
• Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle platform that allows for quick bite-size feedback,
conversation journaling between the teacher and leader, ability to upload videos and
resources to share with teachers, and SMART goal setting and check-in points.
• Access to the Teacher Evaluation side of the platform for mid-year and final
evaluations.
• Rubric provided that shares the performance level descriptors for each domain and
critical attributes for each indicator based on Charlotte Danielson’s Framework,
including Culture and Behavior Management; SEL Teacher Practices; Classroom
Management and Environment; Scholar Engagement; Effective Lesson
Components; Level 1 Instructional Execution; and Level 2 Instructional Execution.
• Help support and facilitate PLC time that is focused on data-driven needs.
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Support schools with the implementation of Kickboard; character education, PBS,
and behavior management.
Develop with school leaders the process for providing scholars with weekly common
formative assessments to drive small-group instruction time.
ELA and math curriculum implementation professional development.
Curriculum and resource implementation PD with new materials.
Collaboratively develop targeted, evidence-based interventions to meet the learning
needs of scholars with deficits (Catch Up) and those that need to be challenged
beyond on-grade level (Move Up).
Implement Leadership Coaching Reviews that includes benchmark rating of
evidence against the Academic Priorities for Success (Effective Leadership; Climate
and Culture; Effective Instruction; Support Systems; Curriculum, Assessments, and
Interventions; and Collaborative Staff).
Full training and immersion of PLA University for every leader and teacher.
Access to the PLA online platform that houses several educator courses:
Assessments, Curriculum, Instruction & Pedagogy, Exceptional Learners and much
more.
Access to the PLA Coaching Cycle toolbox that provides several resources for every
domain and indicator.
Utilize Common Formative Assessments to monitor student attainment of essential
learning targets throughout the instructional process.

E. Payments
Per our discussions, payments will be made in eleven (11) equal installments, estimated to
begin on August 12th, 2019, paid by the 12th of each month, ending June 12th, 2020. Please
find the payment table below:
School Name

Enrollment

Comprehensive
Analysis

Annual
Amount

Total
Amount

Monthly Payment
(11 Months)

Dover Elementary

668.50

$39,500

$270,000

$309,500

$28,136

Folsom Elementary

493.50

$29,500

$230,000

$259,500

$23,591

Forest Hills Elementary

712.00

$39,500

$290,000

$329,500

$29,955

Foster Elementary School

484.00

$0

$230,000

$230,000

$20,909

James Elementary

647.00

$34,500

$270,000

$304,500

$27,682

Kimbell Elementary

498.50

$29,500

$230,000

$259,500

$23,591

McDonald Elementary

544.50

$32,500

$250,000

$282,500

$25,682

Oak Park Elementary School

573.50

$0

$250,000

$250,000

$22,727

Palm River Elementary

487.00

$29,500

$230,000

$259,500

$23,591

Robles Elementary

776.50

$42,500

$290,000

$332,500

$30,227

Sheehy Elementary School

350.50

$0

$210,000

$210,000

$19,091

Thompson Elementary

813.50

$44,500

$320,000

$364,500

$33,136

Sulpher Springs Elementary

863.50

$44,500

$320,000

$364,500

$33,136
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Thank You
We are excited to partner with you to further improve academic achievement for your
students, in collaboration with your teachers and school leaders. Thank you and we look
forward to working together.
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This Phalen Statement of Work School Year 2019/2020 External Operator For
Achievement Schools (Statement of Work) shall be in accordance with Hillsborough County
Public Schools’ Request For Proposal (RFP) #17146-EST-IV External Operators for
Turnaround Schools, as accepted by The School Board of Hillsborough County, Florida (the
“Agreement”) on May 7, 2019. Except as otherwise provided in this Statement of Work, if
any provision contained in this Statement of Work is in conflict with, or inconsistent with,
any provision in any of the Agreement, the provision contained in the Agreement shall
govern and control.
PHALEN LEADERSHIP ACADEMIES
By: ____________________________
Earl Martin Phalen, CEO
Date: 4/30/19
THE SCHOOL BOARD OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA
By: ____________________________
Tamara P. Shamburger, Chair
Date: __________________________
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